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Machine learning and the artificial intelligence (AI) it powers is everywhere in the news, but it’s
not just hype — it’s technology your competitors, suppliers and partners are already adopting
and getting value from. According to IDC, three-quarters of enterprise and ISV developers will use
machine learning in at least one of the applications they build this year. In 2019, 40% of digital
transformation initiatives will involve AI services and three-quarters of all enterprise apps will include
some form of AI by 2021.
The industries investing the most in AI are retail, banking, manufacturing and healthcare providers,
but machine learning has the potential to make every industry sector more efficient, more effective,
more productive and/or more secure.
If you haven’t already begun researching how machine learning applies to your organization, it’s
time to get started. The biggest barrier to using machine learning in production is often the fear that
you may not have the right skills, talent and understanding. In fact, 48% of businesses in the latest
Informa Edge survey about data analytics and machine learning say that’s holding them back. But it
may not be as big a leap as you imagine; in fact, the key areas where machine learning is being used
may seem quite familiar - big data analytics, predictive analytics, algorithms and automation.
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The best way to get started with machine learning is to understand what it can do for your business.
Given the processes you have in your business and the data you have about how you run those
processes, what decisions can you automate using machine learning?
Machine learning can automate routine decisions, routing the more complex and challenging
questions to humans, or you can use it to tackle analysis in areas where there’s so much data that you
could never have enough human resources to try to understand patterns and correlations. The latter
takes more experience, so start with the low-hanging fruit to build up your expertise. Look for places
where you can automate the tedious decisions and shift the people in your organization to working
on tasks that deliver much higher business value.
IDC is predicting significant investment in automated customer service and sales recommendation
systems, along with automated threat intelligence and prevention. The latter will be common in
the financial industry, where machine learning is also being used for detecting and analyzing fraud,
as well as automating a lot of the tedious routine work around credit risk analysis, loan approval
and claims adjustment. Machine learning is the best way for MasterCard to cope with the scale and
speed required to detect and stop fraudulent transactions, and even fraudulent merchants applying
for credit processing agreements, without annoying customers by flagging legitimate transactions.
Learning the spending and traveling profile of a customer avoids false positives, but it needs to be a
continuous learning process to keep it up to date and accurate.
Using machine learning for preventive maintenance, logistics, scheduling, predicting and
matching supply and demand, just in time supply chain management, dynamic pricing and even
disaster management, will apply to a wide range of industries, especially in the transportation,
manufacturing and energy markets.
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Image recognition is crucial for self-driving cars, but cars aren’t the first autonomous vehicles that
have been developed. Caterpillar’s trucks have been hauling raw materials out of mines, with or
without a driver, for years. That means fewer people in locations that are unpleasant or downright
dangerous, creating a safer environment to work in.
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Other industries like life sciences and healthcare are taking advantage of machine learning for
more specific processes, like predicting hospital admissions, diagnosis and treatment systems and
pharmaceutical development that use pattern recognition for DNA analysis or detects potentially
dangerous drug interactions.
The Integrated Rapid Infectious Disease Analysis Project uses machine learning to create a ‘DNA
detective’ that can sort through billions of base pairs in bacterial DNA to track infectious diseases.
That’s a massive pattern recognition problem and the project creates a DNA ‘fingerprint’ that
researchers can use to detect changes in the bacteria responsible for new outbreaks, to understand
how disease spreads over time and stop it in its tracks.
These are just a few of the common uses. Whatever your industry does, there will be something
that machine learning can help you do better. Anything that people are doing today can be a great
opportunity to automate with machine learning, especially when it comes to monitoring digital
systems rather than running the process. Let machines handle the routine cases automatically and
send the situations they can’t deal with to the staff who now have the time to handle them properly.

Take a closer look at your data
The next step is finding out whether you already have the data you need to tackle a business
problem, or if there is more data you need to acquire before you can get useful results from machine
learning. That might mean doing slightly more detailed, or more frequent collection of data or
looking at entirely new sources like sensors you can add to equipment to help monitor performance
and predict behavior. You can expect that you’ll already be logging much of the relevant data,
however it’s also likely that you will need to modify, categorize and tag what data you collect, along
with how and when you collect it (whether that’s more often or at a different time of day). You may
also want to supplement the data you already have with information from outside your organization.
You also need to look at how long your data stays relevant . Is your business seasonal, are you in
a static or fast-changing market? Are you monitoring systems that are regularly updated so you’ll
only ever have a limited history to work with? This is a good time to think about feedback and how
regularly you will update or retrain your data model.
As well as looking at the way you collect data through existing business processes and find out
where you need to make changes, consider what external data you can acquire, like weather or
traffic information, that can feed into your data model to extend how you can use it. Weather and
traffic aren’t just relevant for event planning or routing and scheduling transport; they can affect
everything from customer shopping habits to where you place business outlets or how you organize
goods in a warehouse or retail store. Don’t be constrained by the way data is currently organized.
Whether you’re dealing with perishable goods or impatient customers, using predicted traffic to
estimate travel times can give you better answers than just looking up distances on a map.
What you need is the data that tells you which factors relate to the outcomes you want to achieve in
the business processes you care about.
Once you’re sure you have, or can get the right data, spend some time exploring it to determine
what business questions you can answer with it. The way to judge the success of a machine learning
project is to evaluate how well it answers those business questions, so you need to be certain they’re
useful questions, and your business can take action on the answers. This also means that machine
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learning isn’t something the IT team can work on in isolation. You will need a collaborative effort and
a team that crosses organizational boundaries.
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Getting your data ready for machine learning means categorizing and tagging it for training. The
algorithm needs examples to learn from that show the key characteristics required for making a
prediction or decision. You also need to think about how you will represent your data, to fit different
machine learning approaches like classification, recognition and prediction.
For supervised learning, creating the training set, as well as gathering additional data for validating
your data model, takes a lot of work so initially you’ll want to do it only for the relevant data and
the specific project you’re working on, rather than tagging all data. You may be able to use machine
learning to help you discover the tags and features that will be useful, but you will also need people
who understand the problem you plan to solve in order to validate those labels and to make sure
they’re accurately applied to a large enough training set. In addition to the data scientist who
evaluates the quality of the data and the areas it covers, you will need a domain expert - whether
that’s a business analyst, head of maintenance, radiologist or whoever understands the task you’re
applying machine learning to - plus a data engineer who gets the data from the source, curates it
and makes it consumable by the machine learning tools and framework.

The Intel® AI Builders program
is an ecosystem of industry
leading independent software
vendors (ISVs), system integrators
(SIs), original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs), and
enterprise end users who have
a shared mission to accelerate
the adoption of artificial
intelligence. The AI portfolio
includes hardware and software
solutions that span use cases and
edge-to-cloud implementations,
rooted in extensive expertise
in data science and research.
Members gain valuable access to
technical enablement resources,
co-marketing opportunities
and are considered for matchmaking and capital investment
to help drive adoption of AI
solutions in the enterprise.

Evaluate the tools you’ll use for
machine learning
There’s a wide range of tools available for machine learning
- from simple statistical models to machine learning to
deep learning neural networks - and you want to pick the
ones that will suit your problem. But rather than jumping
straight with the latest, cutting-edge approaches, you may
want to start with simpler options that are well understood
and can still deliver value.
The best approach is to get your pipeline started and create
processes for using machine learning by automating simple
things that deliver quick wins and build up your skills
internally. That will give you the culture of experimentation
that’s key to using machine learning effectively, without
having to invest in tools and frameworks that might turn
out not to be appropriate for your needs.
The best place to start is by understanding what tools are
already in use and your team’s expertise. What approaches
are people interested in? Which tools do you already have
skills with and which do you need to get experience in?
In-house data science teams can be hard to resource, but
they’re a powerful tool. Open source machine learning and
analytic environments like the R statistical programming
environment or the numerical methods-focused Anaconda
Python distribution will help develop machine learning
skills in your existing development team, with tools like
Jupyter Notebooks offering an easy way to share and
experiment with analytical and machine learning models.
Once you’re ready to use machine learning, it’s important
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to evaluate the underlying toolkit you intend to use, training the same model on different platforms
to see which works best with your data. There’s a big choice of different toolkits you can use, from a
mix of academic and commercial backgrounds. Working with a popular platform like PyTorch, Caffe2
or TensorFlow can make it easier to find the skills you need to deliver a successful machine learning
project.
You might also want to use desktop PCs and edge devices, to reduce the load on your data center
and to take advantage of machine learning where problems occur to streamline the data sent from
the edge of your network; especially if you’re looking at a large-scale Internet of Things deployment.
Windows 10’s support for machine learning and the ONNX tooling for model portability can help you
quickly bring trained models into local systems, ready for use.
Especially for your first projects, don’t assume you have to automate everything for machine learning
to be useful. Instead of delivering predictions directly to everyone in a department, maybe you can
start by emailing the predictions to managers to distribute, so you can find out immediately if they’re
useful before you spend time integrating them into the production system.
When you come to do that integration, machine learning is best thought of as a key element in
a workflow, handling complex decision blocks that deal with either multiple inputs or significant
amounts of historical or real-time data. You don’t want to have humans looking for problems with
every refrigerator on every pharmaceutical delivery truck in your fleet when historical data in a
predictive model can pinpoint issues quickly and accurately, before they compromise a shipment. By
putting machine learning inside your existing business systems, you’ll get benefits quickly without
having to change your overall business architecture.
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Getting started with machine learning can be relatively easy, thanks to this wide variety of toolkits
from various providers that you can use to build up your pipeline and your process. However, when
you’re ready to move on to more complicated and more sophisticated scenarios, then it pays to
work with a partner who can provide data science and hardware skills to go after the next level
of problems. You will need to budget for infrastructure and operations. A good machine learning
partner can bring experience from multiple industries to bear on your problems, helping find
innovative solutions and keeping costs to a minimum.
Modern computing solutions are essential for effective machine learning implementations.
Depending on the problem you’re tackling, you may need to have access to everything from highpower workstations for data science, to servers with powerful accelerators, and even support for
Intel® FPGAs for specialized workloads. Dell EMC offers Ready Solutions for AI, Machine and Deep
Learning that cover the range of machine learning scenarios, including helping build clustered
high-performance computing systems that can be used to
The Dell EMC Machine build and run complex algorithms and store big data. If you
Learning Ready Bundle with need to go as far as implementing your custom ML hardware,
example using embedded processors with built-in
Hadoop builds on the power for
acceleration to add image recognition capabilities to cameras
of tested and proven Dell EMC in an industrial process, you’ll want a hardware partner who
Ready Bundles for Hadoop, can help you with that.

created in partnership with
Cloudera® and Intel. The
solution includes an optimized
solution stack along with
data science and framework
optimization, so you can get
up and running quickly.
If you’re running Apache®
Spark®, you can take
advantage of the BigDL
distributed deep learning
library for Apache Spark,
for a faster path to enabling
machine learning and to
making deep learning more
accessible for non‑expert
big data users and data
scientists. BigDL integrates
into the Apache Hadoop®
frameworks and tools,
enabling deep learning on
the same Hadoop/Spark
cluster where data is stored.

From data science workstation to HPC clusters, you can start
small, and then scale up to deliver solutions at scale. Using
mobile workstations like Dell’s Precision series, you can take
advantage of acceleration for ML models and for neural
networks, with the option of extending performance via
Thunderbolt connections to additional accelerators. With
hardware like this, data scientists can construct, share, and
validate models, using various machine learning toolkits to
train and test their code. Workstation – grade laptops can also
be used to test specific machine learning solutions on-site.
Scaling up from desktop development and proof-of-concept
systems is harder, and that’s where a partner relationship with
a vendor can help reduce risk and keep costs to a minimum,
especially where they can offer tested, optimized solutions
that empower you to identify patterns, analyze vast amounts
of data and automate tasks so you can get faster, better and
deeper insights. Much of the foundation of modern machine
learning is just out of the research lab and requires a different
set of skills from most enterprise software deployments,
especially where you’re fine-tuning models and optimizing for
specific neural network types.
The right partner will help you understand the complexity
associated with implementing both the underlying big data
platform, the data science associated with building, training,
and running a machine learning model, and the infrastructure
needed to deliver a solution. One option is working with the
Dell EMC HPC and AI Innovation Lab. Here you get access
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to experts and hardware, in a site that’s dedicated to collaborative development. Working with
Dell EMC experts, you can build out and evaluate proof-of-concept systems before making the
investment in hardware and software.
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A collaborative relationship with an experienced partner will help you deliver machine learning
solutions that can respond quickly to changes in business models and in your information sources.
Starting with using historic data to build predictive models, you can quickly move to using streamed
real-time data to build responsive systems that can change the way your business works – ready to
scale up or down with your business requirements.

Start now because tomorrow is too late to stay competitive
Machine learning is becoming a key tool and it’s already having an impact on every industry and
every market. It’s already delivering business value, and that comes with strong ROI and low total
cost of ownership according to the Computer Economics Technology Trends 2018 study. A large
number of organizations saw a positive return on their investment within 18 months, and the
systems they deployed came in at, or even under, the amount originally budgeted. Three-quarters
of the businesses in Capgemini’s recent study credit their AI implementation with a 10% increase
in both sales and customer satisfaction. Seventy-eight percent say it has improved operational
efficiency by over 10%, and 79% are getting new insights and better analysis from AI systems. AI is
also reducing the time employees spent on routine tasks and admin to leave them more time for
high value, productive work.
If you’re not investing in AI and machine learning, that business value is going to your competitors –
and now is the time to start getting that advantage for your own business. l

